. Introduction
The theory of scalar means was developed since the ancient Greek by the Pythagoreans until the last century by many famous mathematicians. See the development of this subject in a survey article [ ]. In Pythagorean school, various means are defined via the method of proportions in fact, they are solutions of certain algebraic equations . The theory of matrix and operator means started from the presence of the notion of parallel sum as a tool for analyzing multi-port electrical networks in engineering see [ ]. Three classical means, namely, arithmetic mean, harmonic mean and geometric mean for matrices and operators are then considered, e.g.,
in [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ].
These means play crucial roles in matrix and operator theory as tools for studying monotonicity and concavity of many interesting maps between algebras of operators see the original idea in [ ]. "nother important mean in mathematics, namely the power mean, is considered in [ ]. The parallel sum is characterized by certain properties in [ ]. The parallel sum and these means share some common properties. This leads naturally to the definitions of the so-called connection and mean in a seminal paper [ ]. This class of means cover many in-practice operator means. " major result of Kubo-"ndo states that there are one-to-one correspondences between connections, operator monotone functions on the non-negative reals and finite "orel measures on the extended half-line. The mean theoretic approach has many applications in operator inequalities see more information in Section , matrix and operator equations see e. In fact, this formula comes from the Kubo-"ndo theory-S · | · is the connection corresponds to the operator monotone function t ↦ log t. See more information in Chapter IV[ ] and its references.
In this chapter, we treat the theory of operator means by weakening the original definition of connection in such a way that the same theory is obtained. Moreover, there is a one-toone correspondence between connections and finite "orel measures on the unit interval. Each connection can be regarded as a weighed series of weighed harmonic means. Hence, every mean in Kubo-"ndo's sense corresponds to a probability "orel measure on the unit interval. Various characterizations of means are obtained one of them is a usual property of scalar mean, namely, the betweenness property. We provide some new properties of abstract operator connections, involving operator monotonicity and concavity, which include specific operator means as special cases.
For benefits of readers, we provide the development of the theory of operator means. In Section , we setup basic notations and state some background about operator monotone functions which play important roles in the theory of operator means. In Section , we consider the parallel sum together with its physical interpretation in electrical circuits. The arithmetic mean, the geometric mean and the harmonic mean of positive operators are investigated and characterized in Section . The original definition of connection is improved in Section in such a way that the same theory is obtained. In Section , several characterizations and examples of Kubo-"ndo means are given. We provide some new properties of general operator connections, related to operator monotonicity and concavity, in Section . Many operator versions of classical inequalities are obtained via the mean-theoretic approach in Section . . Unless otherwise stated, every limit in B ℋ is taken in the strong-operator topology. Write A n A to indicate
. Preliminaries
and hence ∥ A n -A x ∥ .
The spectrum of T ∈ B ℋ is defined by
Then Sp T is a nonempty compact Hausdorff space. Denote by C Sp T the C * -algebra of continuous functions from Sp T to .LetT " H beanormaloperatorandz Sp T the inclusion. Then there exists a unique unital * -homomorphism φ C Sp T B ℋ such that φ z = T , i.e.,
• φ is linear
Moreover, φ is isometric. We call the unique isometric * -homomorphism which sends λ ∈ C Sp T to φ λ ∈ B ℋ the contξnuous λunctξonal calculus of T . We write λ T for φ λ .
Example .
• If λ t = a + a t + ⋯ + a n t n , then λ T = a I + a T + ⋯ + a n T n .
• • t ↦ t + on ℝ, for and ∈ ℝ,
• t ↦ log t on , ∞ ,
, where ↦ and ↦ . " key result about operator monotone functions is that there is a one-to-one correspondence between nonnegative operator monotone functions on ℝ + and finite "orel measures on , ∞ via integral representations. We give a variation of this result in the next proposition. 
Here, the weighed harmonic mean ! t is defined for a, b > by
and extended to a, b by continuity. Moreover, the measure is unique. Hence, there is a one-to-one correspondence between operator monotone functions on the non-negative reals and finite "orel measures on the unit interval.
Recall that a continuous function λ ℝ + ℝ + is operator monotone if and only if there exists a unique finite "orel measure on , ∞ such that
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Consider the "orel measurable function ψ
Since ψ is bijective, there is a one-to-one corresponsence between the finite "orel measures on , ∞ of the form and the finite "orel measures on , of the form ψ. The map λ ↦ is clearly well-defined and bijective.
. Parallel sum: A notion from electrical networks
In connections with electrical engineering, "nderson and Duffin [ ] defined the parallel sum of two positive definite matrices A and B by
The impedance of an electrical network can be represented by a positive semi definite matrix. If A and B are impedance matrices of multi-port networks, then the parallel sum A B indicates the total impedance of two electrical networks connected in parallel. This notion plays a crucial role for analyzing multi-port electrical networks because many physical interpretations of electrical circuits can be viewed in a form involving parallel sums. This is a starting point of the study of matrix and operator means. This notion can be extended to invertible positive operators by the same formula.
• If A C and B D, then A B C D.
• If A n A and B n B, then A n B n A B.
• If A n A and B n B, then lim A n B n exists and does not depend on the choices of A n , B n .
"ssume A n A. Then A n -is increasing and, for each x ∈ ℋ,
Follow from . . We have that as n ∞,
. "y symmetry,
We define the parallel sum of A, B to be
where the limit is taken in the strong-operator topology.
First, assume that A, B are invertible. Then for all x, y ∈ ℋ,
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With y = A + B -Bx, we have
Hence, we have the claim for A, B > . For A, B , consider A + I and B + I where .
Remark . This lemma has a physical interpretation, called the Maxwell's mξnξmum power prξncξple. Recall that a positive operator represents the impedance of a electrical network while the power dissipation of network with impedance A and current x is the inner product Ax, x . Consider two electrical networks connected in parallel. For a given current input x, the current will divide x = y + z, where y and z are currents of each network, in such a way that the power dissipation is minimum.
Theorem . The parallel sum satisfies
• transformer inequality S
• continuity from above if A n A and B n B, then A n B n A B.
The monotonicity follows from the formula ▭ and Lemma ▭ .
For each x, y, z ∈ ℋ such that x = y + z, by the previous lemma, 
Theorem . For A, B, C, D , we have the series-parallel inequality
In other words, the parallel sum is concave.
For each x, y, z ∈ ℋ such that x = y + z, we have by the previous lemma that
Ay, y + Cz, z + By, y + Dz, z
"pplying the previous lemma yields
Remark . The ordinary sum of operators represents the total impedance of two networks with series connection while the parallel sum indicates the total impedance of two networks with parallel connection. So, the series-parallel inequality means that the impedance of a series-parallel connection is greater than that of a parallel-series connection.
. Classical means: arithmetic, harmonic and geometric means
Some desired properties of any object that is called a mean M on B ℋ + should have are given here. 
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In order to study matrix or operator means in general, the first step is to consider three classical means in mathematics, namely, arithmetic, geometric and harmonic means.
The arξtνmetξc mean of A, B ∈ B ℋ + is defined by
Then the arithmetic mean satisfies the properties " -" . In fact, the properties " and " can be replaced by a stronger condition
Moreover, the arithmetic mean satisfies
Define For a given invertible operator C ∈ B ℋ , define
Then each Γ C is a linear isomorphism with inverse Γ C -and is called a conμruence transλorma-tξon. The set of congruence transformations is a group under multiplication. Each congruence transformation preserves positivity, invertibility and, hence, strictly positivity. In fact, Γ C maps B ℋ + and B ℋ ++ onto themselves. Note also that Γ C is order-preserving. 
Define the μeometrξc mean of A, B > by
The uniqueness of positive square roots implies that A
Theorem . Maximum property of geometric mean For A, B > ,
where the maximum is taken with respect to the positive semidefinite ordering.
• If A C and B D, then A # B C # D.
• If A n A and B n B, then A n # B n A # B.
• If A n A and B n B, then lim A n # B n exists and does not depend on the choices of A n , B n . 
The extremal characterization allows us to prove only that
The proof of is just the same as the case of harmonic mean.
We define the μeometrξc mean of A, B by
Theorem . The geometric mean enjoys the following properties
• continuity from above A n A, B n B ⇒ A n # B n A # B.
• fixed point property A # A = A.
• symmetry A # B = B # A.
Use the formula ▭ and Lemma ▭ . We have
Then apply Theorem ▭.
The congruence invariance asserts that Γ C is an isomorphism on B ℋ ++ with respect to the operation of taking the geometric mean.
Lemma . For A > and B , the operator
"y setting
Since Γ G preserves positivity, we obtain the desired result. 
Theorem . The geometric mean
The Löwner-Heinz's inequality forces A
Remark . The arithmetric mean and the harmonic mean can be easily defined for multivariable positive operators. The case of geometric mean is not easy, even for the case of matrices. Many authors tried to defined geometric means for multivariable positive semidefinite matrices but there is no satisfactory definition until in [ ].
. Operator connections
We see that the arithmetic, harmonic and geometric means share the properties " -" in common. " mean in general should have algebraic, order and topological properties. The condition M ' is clearly weaker than M . The next theorem asserts that we can improve the definition of Kubo-"ndo by replacing M with M ' and still get the same theory. This theorem also provides an easier way for checking a binary opertion to be a connection. 
Theorem . If a binary operation
"y "anach-Steinhaus' theorem, there is an M > such that ∥ F t ∥ M for all t ∈ , .
Hence,
So, F t is "ochner integrable. Since F t for all t ∈ , , ∫ ,
The monotonicity M and the transformer inequality M come from passing the monotonicity and the transformer inequality of the weighed harmonic mean through the "ochner integral. To show M ' , let A n A and B n B. Then A n ! t B A ! t B for t ∈ , by the monotonicity and the separate continuity from above of the weighed harmonic mean. Let ∈ H . Define a bounded linear map Φ B ℋ by T = T , .Foreacν n N, setTn t = "n !t "andputT t = " !t ".Tνenλoreacν n N{}, Tn ξsBocνnerξnteμrableandSξnceTn t T t , weνavetνatTn t ,T t ,asn λoreacν t [ , ] .WeobtaξnλromtνedomξnatedconverμencetνeoremtνatSo, "n " " ".Sξmξlarly, " "n " " .Tνus, Theorem . There is a one-to-one correspondence between connections σ and operator monotone functions λ on the non-negative reals satisfying
There is a one-to-one correspondence between connections σ and finite "orel measures on , ∞ satisfying
Moreover, the map σ ↦ λ is an affine order-isomorphism between connections and non- Theorem . There is a one-to-one correspondence between connections and finite "orel measures on the unit interval. In fact, every connection takes the form
for some finite "orel measure on , . Moreover, the map ↦ σ is affine and order-preserving. Here, the order-presering means that when ξ ↦ σ ξ i= , , if E E for all "or-
The proof of the first part is contained in the proof of Theorem ▭. This map is affine because of the linearity of the map ↦ ∫ λ d on the set of finite positive measures and the bijective correspondence between connections and "orel measures. It is straight forward to show that this map is order-preserving.
Remark . Let us consider operator connections from electrical circuit viewpoint. " general connection represents a formulation of making a new impedance from two given impedances. The integral representation ▭ shows that such a formulation can be described as a weighed series connection of infinite weighed harmonic means. From this point of view, the theory of operator connections can be regarded as a mathematical theory of electrical circuits. Example .
Definition . Let
• The left-and the right-trivial means have representing functions given by t ↦ and t ↦ t, respectively. The representing measures of the left-and the right-trivial means are given respectively by δ and δ ∞ where δ x is the Dirac measure at x. So, the -weighed arithmetic mean has the representing function t ↦ -+ t and it has -δ + δ ∞ as the representing measure.
• The geometric mean has the representing function t ↦ t / .
• The harmonic mean has the representing function t ↦ t / + t while t ↦ t / + t corrsponds to the parallel sum.
Remark . The map σ ↦ , where is the representing measure of σ, is not order-preserving in general. Indeed, the representing measure of ▿ is given by = δ + δ ∞ / while the representing measure of ! is given by δ . We have ! ▿ but δ . • σ satisfies the λξxed poξnt property, i.e. A σ A = A for all A ∈ B ℋ + .
• σ is normalized, i.e. I σ I = I .
• the representing function λ of σ is normalized, i.e. λ = .
• the representing measure of σ is normalized, i.e. is a probability measure.
Clearly, i ⇒ iii ⇒ iv . The implication iii ⇒ ii follows from the congruence invariance and the continuity from above of σ. The monotonicity of σ is used to prove ii ⇒ i . Since
we obtain that iv ⇒ v ⇒ iii .
Definition . " mean is a connection satisfying one, and thus all, of the properties in the previous theorem.
Hence, every mean in Kubo-"ndo's sense satisfies the desired properties " -" in Section . "s a consequence of Theorem ▭, a convex combination of means is a mean. • the probability "orel measures on , .
Moreover, these correspondences between i and ii are order isomorphic. Hence, there exists an affine order isomorphism between the means on the positive operators acting on different Hilbert spaces.
Follow from Theorems ▭ and ▭.
Example . The left-and right-trivial means, weighed arithmetic means, the geometric mean and the harmonic mean are means. The parallel sum is not a mean since its representing function is not normalized.
Example .
The function t ↦ t is an operator monotone function on ℝ + for each ∈ , by the Löwner-Heinz's inequality. So it produces a mean, denoted by # , on B ℋ + . "y the direct computation, 
Example . Consider the operator monotone function
The direct computation shows that
which is the -weighed harmonic mean. We define the -weξμνed νarmonξc mean on B ℋ + to be the mean corresponding to this operator monotone function.
Example . Consider the operator monotone function λ t = t -/ log t for t > , t ≠ , λ ≡ and λ ≡ . Then it gives rise to a mean, denoted by , on B ℋ + . "y the direct computation, Example . For each p ∈ -, and ∈ , , the map
is an operator monotone function on ℝ + . Here, the case p = is understood that we take limit as p . Then
The corresponding mean on B ℋ + is called the quasξ-arξtνmetξc power mean with parameter p, , defined for A > and B by
The class of quasi-arithmetic power means contain many kinds of means The mean # , is the -weighed arithmetic mean. The case # , is the -weighed geometric mean. The case # -, is the -weighed harmonic mean. The mean # p, / is the power mean or bξnomξal mean of order p. These means satisfy the property that
Moreover, they are interpolated in the sense that for all p, q, ∈ , ,
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Example . If σ , σ are means such that σ σ , then there is a family of means that interpolates between σ and σ , namely, -σ + σ for all ∈ , . Note that the map ↦ -σ + σ is increasing. For instance, the Heron mean with weight ∈ , is defined to be ν = -# + ▿ . This family is the linear interpolations between the geometric mean and the arithmetic mean. The representing function of ν is given by
The case = / is called the Heronξan mean in the literature.
. Applications to operator monotonicity and concavity
In this section, we generalize the matrix and operator monotonicity and concavity in the literature see e. Note first that, from the previous section, the quasi-arithmetic power mean A, B ↦ A # p, B is monotone and concave for any p ∈ -, and ∈ , . In particular, the following are monotone and concave
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• any weighed arithmetic mean,
• any weighed geometric mean,
• any weighed harmonic mean,
• the logarithmic mean,
• any weighed power mean of order p ∈ -, .
Recall the following lemma from [ ].
Lemma .
Choi > . We obtain from the previous proposition that
For general case of Φ, consider the family Φ A = Φ A + I where > . Since the map
is norm-continuous, we arrive at
For each connection σ, since Φ is a bounded linear operator, we have
Suppose further that Φ is strongly continuous. 
It follows from the monotonicity and concavity of σ that
This shows the concavity of the map A , A ↦ Φ A σ Φ A .
In particular, if Φ and Φ are concave, then so is A, B ↦ Φ A # p, Φ B for p ∈ -, and ∈ , .
Corollary .
Let σ be a connection. Then, for any operator monotone functions The monotonicity of this map follows from the previous result. It is easy to see that this map satisfies the transformer inequality. Since Φ and Φ strongly continuous, this binary operation satisfies the separate or joint continuity from above. The last statement follows from the fact that if A n A, then Sp A n ⊆ , ∥ A ∥ for all n and hence λ A n λ A .
. Applications to operator inequalities
In this section, we apply Kubo-"ndo's theory in order to get simple proofs of many classical inequalities in the context of operators.
Theorem . AM-LM-GM-HM inequalities For A, B , we have
It is easy to see that, for each t > , t ≠ ,
Now, we apply the order isomorphism which converts inequalities of operator monotone functions to inequalities of the associated operator connections.
Theorem . Weighed AM-GM-HM inequalities For A, B and ∈ , , we have
"pply the order isomorphism to the following inequalities "y replacing σ with appropriate connections, we get some interesting inequalities.
Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality For
Here are consequences. 
The mean-theoretic approach can be used to prove the famous Furuta's inequality as follows. We cite [ ] for the proof. [ ] "ndo, T.
Theorem . Furuta's inequality
. Concavity of certain maps on positive definite matrices and applications to Hadamard products, Lξnear Alμebra and ξts Applξcatξons, Vol. , -.
[ ] "ndo, T. . On the arithmetic-geometric-harmonic mean inequality for positive definite matrices, Lξnear Alμebra and ξts Applξcatξons, Vol. -, -. [ ] "ndo, T. & Li, C. & Mathias, R.
. 
